THIS WEEK'S TOP INDUSTRY & AHIMA NEWS
RESULTS OUT FROM CMS's NOVEMBER ICD10 TESTING WEEK
Late last month the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) reported
an 87 percent acceptance rate during November's ICD10 acknowledgement
testing week. During the week, more than 500 providers, suppliers, billing
companies, and clearinghouses submitted almost 13,700 claims. CMS verified
that test claims had a valid diagnosis code matching the date of service, a valid
National Provider Identifier, and an ICD10 companion qualifier code to allow
for processing of claims. Many testers intentionally included errors in their
claims to make sure the claim would be rejected. Read CMS's full report.
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CMS instructs providers to contact their Medicare Administrative Contractor for
information on participating in future official acknowledgement testing weeks,
March 2–6 and June 1–5. In addition to these testing weeks, providers may
submit acknowledgement test claims any time before the October 1, 2015,
implementation date.

ICD10 CODING SCENARIOS AVAILABLE FOR PHYSICIANS
All physicians will be impacted when ICD10 is implemented on October 1.
While some consider the transition to be onerous, the new levels of specificity
will allow physicians to capture meaningful information on patients and
promote better patient care. In order to assist physicians in the transition,
AHIMA has developed multiple unique resources. Access a listing of AHIMA's
short, onepage ICD10CMrelated scenarios.

BROADCAST OF PATIENT'S DEATH LEADS TO LAWSUIT
An article copublished by ProPublica and the New York Times explores the
implications of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)
on reality TV. In recent years, some hospitals have turned to television to
showcase their staff and facilities. The family of a man whose death in a New
York City emergency department was broadcast on the TV show "NYMed" sued
the TV network, the hospital, and the treating physician. Lawyers for the
hospital and physician argued that HIPAA protects information after
examination or treatment, but did not apply, since the TV crew shot their
video during treatment.
An appellate panel dismissed the case, but the family will appeal, saying if the
broadcast wasn't against the law, it should be. Read the article.
Advertisement
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SOLVING THE PATIENT MATCHING PROBLEM IN HIEs
A paper published recently in AHIMA's scholarly journal Perspectives in Health
Information Management calls a "a nationwide patient data matching strategy
that would ensure the accurate, timely, and efficient matching of patients with
their healthcare data" across systems and settings "one of the largest
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unresolved issues" facing health information exchange (HIE). Without a
standard data set, patient records may not be linked in the HIE, "defeating the
purpose of the HIE." The paper suggests standardizing:
Primary and secondary data elements
The use of industryrecognized data definitions
Elimination of free text, except for the name
Separate data entry for data elements
Read the full article.

FORRESTER STUDY PROJECTS INCREASED SPENDING ON IG
A survey by Forrester Consulting, commissioned by data protection and
governance firm Druva, of 205 information technology and legal professionals
in the US and the UK, finds that information governance (IG) is becoming
more crucial, as devices and data types grow. Of those surveyed, 53 percent
expect to have a centralized model for IG within two years, compared to 25
percent with one today and 18 percent two years ago. The survey finds this
need is largely due to increasing access to corporate data from workers' mobile
and other devices. The survey also finds 89 percent of respondents expect to
increase spending on information governance in the next two years.
Access the report.

NEW DIRECTORS JOIN AHIMA FOUNDATION BOARD FOR 2015
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The AHIMA Foundation, the charitable arm of AHIMA, welcomes the 2015
Chair, Chairelect and new members of the AHIMA Foundation Board of
Directors.
Chair: Torrey Barnhouse, founder and president, TrustHCS
Chairelect: Carolyn R. Valo, MS, RHIT, FAHIMA, senior specialist with
Siemens Medical Solutions
New directors:
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Vera Rulon, MS, RHIT, FAHIMA, FACMImimi, director of strategic
communications, external medical communications, Pfizer, Inc.
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Through the support of members and industry partners, the AHIMA
Foundation Board of Directors advances the HIM profession through evidence
based research, scholarship, and workforce development programs, and plans
for the future of the profession through education. Learn more about the
Foundation's Board of Directors.

GET INVOLVED
NOW IS THE TIME TO SHARE YOUR EXPERTISE
You only have two weeks left to submit your
proposal for the following AHIMA meetings:
LongTerm and PostAcute Care
Health IT Summit
June 21–23, Baltimore, MD
Proposals due January 23
Assembly on Education Symposium and Faculty
Development Institute
July 18–22, Austin, TX
Proposals due January 23
View all open calls for abstracts.

JOIN US IN WASHINGTON, DC
Register by February 16 for the 2015 Leadership &
Advocacy Symposium and Hill Day, coming up
March 23–24 in Washington, DC. Attendance is
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limited, so register early. Webinars prior to Hill Day
will familiarize members with current legislative
initiatives and prepare you for this opportunity to

Coding Manager

advocate for issues important to the HIM profession.
Questions? Email nia.bailey@ahima.org.

Remote Inpatient and
Outpatient HIM Coder

El Paso, TX

Remote

ENTER THE STUDENT INFOGRAPHIC CONTEST
You could win a $1000 AMEX gift card. Get people
excited about HIM with illustrations, flowcharts,
diagrams, and other media that show how a specific
HIM process works. Only a few weeks left—submit
yours by February 1. Learn more about prizes and
how to submit.

Remote Based Inpatient
and Outpatient Coders and
Auditors
Remote
Remote Based ICD9 and
ICD10 Coding Validation
Auditors
Remote
Coder II  Remote Work
Available
St. Peterburg, FL

VOLUNTEER FOR AN AHIMA ELECTED POSITION IN 2016
It's official. AHIMA is on the hunt for the next great
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volunteers to serve in 2016. Opportunities for
elected positions include AHIMA Board of Directors,
CCHIIM Commissioners, and Speakerelect of the
House of Delegates. Applications are due March 31.
Before you apply, assess your leadership skills and
abilities with the Volunteer Leadership
Competencies SelfAssessment tool.

EDUCATION & NETWORKING
CONFERENCES AND EVENTS

Resolve to advance your career this
year. AHIMA's Exam Prep
Workshops help you prepare to sit
for the credentialling exams by
reviewing the domains covered in
each exam.
Upcoming workshops:
Clinical Documentation Improvement
Practitioner (CDIP) Exam Prep
Workshop
March 16–17
Chicago, IL
Certified Health Data Analyst (CHDA)
Exam Prep Workshop
March 31–April 1

ONLINE EDUCATION

HIPAA Privacy and Security:
A new threepart, interactive online
course by AHIMA and TeachPrivacy
demystifies HIPAA—one of the most
vast, complex, and difficult to
understand regulations. Learn about
HIPAA's key components, how the
parts of the regulation work together,
and how HIPAA applies to various
situations, all in easytocomprehend
terms.
Each course in the series can be
accessed for eight weeks, offers one
CEU, and has no course prerequisite
or required materials. Learn more and
preview the courses.

Las Vegas, NV

NEW FROM AHIMA PRESS
AHIMA's Advanced ICD10PCS
Skills Workshops are designed for
those who already have ICD10PCS
coding experience, providing three
days of indepth, handson training in
the ICD10PCS coding system and its
application.

Basic ICD10
CM/PCS and
ICD9CM
Coding, 2015
Edition

Register now:
January 28–30
Houston, TX

By Lou Ann Schraffenberger, MBA,

RHIA, CSS, CCSP, FAHIMA
February 11–13
Atlanta, GA
AHIMA's dynamic, inperson Coder
Academy for ICD10CM/PCS
training program provides expert
instruction and handson exposure to
coding exercises and ICD10 coding
proficiency.

PRICE: $99.95
MEMBER PRICE: $79.95
PRODUCT NUMBER: AC200514
ISBN: 9781584265030

ICD10PCS:
An Applied
Approach,
2015
Edition

Register now:
March 30–April 1
Las Vegas, NV
April 22–24
Denver, CO
May 27–29
Columbus, OH
Visit our EVENTS CALENDAR for more
upcoming events.

By Lynn M. Kuehn, MS, RHIA,
CCSP, FAHIMA, and Therese M.
Jorwic, MPH, RHIA, CCS, CCSP,
FAHIMA
PRICE: $99.95
MEMBER PRICE: $79.95
PRODUCT NUMBER: AC201114
ISBN: 9781584264330
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